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4 Dataset, approaches and methods 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter is dedicated to methodological issues in the study of Metal Age surface sites in the 

Raganello basin, and has two aims. First, I demarcate a dataset of sites according to predefined quality 

rules (section 4.2). Secondly, I formulate the ways in which I will proceed to investigate this delimited 

dataset (sections 4.3 and 4.4). 

In section 4.2, I give a comprehensive overview of the data available at the start of the RLPI project 

(2010). These data consist of a preliminary site catalogue produced by the RAP surveys in the years 

2000-2010, supplemented with already known sites in the area and locations reported by amateur 

archaeologists (see section 2.2 for a historical overview of GIA surveys in the Raganello basin). Here I 

will go deeper into the methodology of the RAP dataset, in order to assess site localization and the 

site distribution map, ‘site’ definition in relation to ‘off-site’ materials, and the dating of sites on the 

basis of artefact categories.  As will become evident, these issues pose several problems for the 

present study, which requires accurate documentation and localization of artefact scatters in order to 

perform high-resolution re-studies. Therefore, in section 4.2.2 the RAP site catalogue status quo 2010 

is delimited in order to have a well-controlled dataset as the starting point for the present study. 

In section 4.3, I clarify the approaches of the RLPI project in the study of the selected sites. These are 

based on assumptions about the limited range of remains Italian Metal Age communities may have 

left. In section 3.3, I explained how these remains may become exposed and detected as a product of 

depositional and/or post-depositional processes, both of which can result in distinct patterns. These 

hypothetical patterns are used here as the basis for a stratified sampling approach (section 4.3.1). The 

sampling is done on members of strata, in this case site classes. In section 4.3.2, I explain how I classify 

the Metal Age sites in the Raganello basin according to predefined rules. The ultimate aim of sections 

4.2 and 4.3 is to arrive at a controlled, well-defined dataset, which was then subjected to the intensive 

RLPI field studies. The effort taken here to delimit the dataset of the RAP surveys and classify the 

selected sites serves my goal to produce new, well-documented data which can be restudied and 

reproduced by future researchers. 

How these new data are produced is explained in section 4.4, which provides a short overview of the 

methods and techniques applied in the RLPI field campaigns. These will be evaluated in Chapter 6. 

4.2 The archaeological dataset: the RAP survey data 
The Metal Age surface scatters under study here are part of the RAP site catalogue which can be 

described as a palimpsest of periods, research strategies, and detection moments1. As a result, the 

quality of the catalogue is not consistent, and requires a strategy for dealing with data of varying 

quality. In this section, I discuss the methods used to produce the site catalogue and select the data 

which will be used in the present study.  

                                                            
1 The RAP site catalogue is in preparation for publication and will be part of the Raganello Basin Series (Van 
Leusen et al. forthcoming), alongside the technical reports produced by the RLPI subprojects and this thesis. 
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The RAP site catalogue contains the result of already known archaeological locations, combined GIA-

survey efforts since the early 1990’s, and reports by amateur archaeologists (see Chapter 2). Although 

most of the ‘early’ sites recorded during the poorly documented 1990’s student surveys have been 

revisited for site confirmation, systematic resurveys were not conducted. Therefore, data quality 

between the 1990’s and RAP surveys of the 2000’s cannot be compared. The same applies to the 

locations reported by the speleologists and amateur archaeologists, which are often situated in 

remote, un-surveyable places.  

 

Figure 4.1. Survey transects in the RAP surveys and landscape classification by Feiken (2014). 1: foothill transect, 2: 
upland transect, 3: highland transect. Surveyed fields are indicated in grey. 

Research chronology also has had an effect on the dataset. The archaeological record has changed 

considerably by agricultural intensification and changing modern land-use in the years since the first 

surveys in the Timpone della Motta catchment. By the mid-1990’s, agricultural mechanization had 

been underway in Calabria for little over 15 years and it is conceivable that archaeological contexts 

which were ploughed up then have now disappeared altogether. Similarly, contexts which were buried 

beyond the reach of the plough in the mid-1990’s may have become exposed at the surface in the 

intermediate years, as a result of slope processes and deep ploughing. At the same time, progressive 

abandonment of remote agricultural fields supports preservation, and potentially invisibility, in other 

areas. 
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In this section, the archaeological dataset of the Raganello basin is reviewed in terms of its 

methodological background. After this, the limitations of the dataset for the present study will be 

discussed, and problem cases will be dealt with. 

4.2.1 The RAP survey dataset 
As was discussed in section 2.2.6, systematic GIA surveys in the Raganello basin started with the 2000 

‘RPC’ campaign. From this first campaign onwards, the surveys followed a standard method which did 

not change over the years. This results in a large, consistent dataset of one of the most intensively 

surveyed archaeological landscapes in the Mediterranean. In this section I will elaborate on the survey 

strategy and dataset to provide background information of the dataset used in this study. 

Survey area and transects 

The research area of the RAP is defined by the watershed of river Raganello, with a total surface of 

22511 hectares. The RAP surveys were carried out in three transects across this basin (FIG 4.1): a 

foothill transect (2668 ha), an upland transect across the middle valley (1172 ha), and a highland 

transect across the Upper Raganello valley and the Maddalena valley (2002 ha). The coastal plain, 

technically part of the research area, was not investigated except for a coring campaign in 2001 

(Hofman 2002; Attema et al. 2010: 23-24). The transects were laid out to cover all landscape and 

geomorphological zones in the research area, allowing a sampling strategy within the larger research 

area. Within each transect, all accessible fields were investigated. Incidentally, some accessible fields 

outside the transects were also surveyed. In the years 2000-2010, a total area of approximately 

8,5km2 was surveyed in 1967 units. The transects were also studied in detail by Feiken for a landscape 

classification (2014). 

Survey method 

The survey method was based on the GIA strategy developed for the 1998 ‘Fogliano’ survey in the 

Pontine plain in Lazio (Attema et al. 1999/2000), and introduced as the standard method of the RPC 

surveys in Lazio, Calabria and Apulia from 1999 onwards. After the RPC project ended in 2001, the 

survey method continued to be used in the RAP project. Having proven its effectivity in the mapping 

of archaeological distributions over large areas, the method was also applied in the two campaigns of 

the Džarylgač Survey Project in the Crimea (then Ukraine), in 2007 and 2008 (Guldager Bilde et al. 

2012: 22-23). 

Several sampling strategies were employed (Table 4.1, FIG. 4.2). The most common of these is the 

‘standard sample’ in which a percentage of a field surface was sampled. In one area, several different 

samples could be taken; for instance, a standard sample of an area could be followed by a total or 

diagnostic sample, while during a revisit an additional grab sample could be collected. For a standard 

sample accessible fields were divided into 50 x 50 m units. Team members covered these units along 

parallel transects with usually 10 m interval. This results in a hypothetical 20% surface coverage, 

assuming that each field walker is able to inspect a 2 m wide swath at somewhat less than normal 

walking speed2. In some cases, units were covered at lesser intervals or with less people, resulting in 

a smaller or larger coverage. Each unit obtained a unique 4-digit identifier.  

                                                            
2 The notional 2 m wide swath was assumed by Van Leusen for the RPC surveys and applied further in the RAP 
surveys (Van Leusen 2002, chapter 8:7). Van Leusen and Witmer conducted tests to evaluate this and other 
common archaeological survey assumptions in Calabria in the summer of 2014. The results of their tests were 
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Table 4.1. Sample types used in the RAP surveys. 

Sample type Field strategy Coverage 

Standard 
sample (ST) 

Material collection along parallel transects at regular intervals 
in predefined area (‘unit’) 

Dependent on walker 
interval and visibility; 
typically, 20% 

Total sample 
(TS) 

Material collection of all finds within a predefined area; 
usually on concentrations in a unit 

100% 

Grab sample 
(GS) 

Unsystematic collection of typical finds within usually poorly 
defined area; usually in areas with poor visibility in which a 
standard sample is not possible 

Unknown 

Diagnostic 
sample (DS) 

Collection of artefacts with diagnostic features within a 
specified area 

Irrelevant 

Extensive 
survey (EX) 

Collection of non-intensive field walking in areas with poor 
visibility, walker transects usually following open patches 

Unknown 

 

The survey circumstances and local topography were recorded on paper and digitally. Each unit was 

documented on a unit form, including date, time, weather, initials of the team administrator, visibility 

factors and overall visibility, a sketch of the 

unit, the type of sample, coverage, and a list of 

collected finds bags (FIG. 4.3). The 

administrator also kept a field notebook to 

record daily activities and broader 

observations. Furthermore, he/she was 

equipped with a GPS receiver and a handheld 

computer on which a mobile GIS application 

was installed (ArcPad or FieldMap). The spatial 

accuracy of these data ranges between 7 m or 

better while moving to 1-2 m when the GPS 

receiver is left at the same spot for several 

hours (Van Leusen 2002, chapter 7: 8-9), but 

less reliable for data collected under 

vegetation cover or in areas with low satellite 

reception, such as near rock faces.  Unit 

corners, material scatters, other noteworthy 

features and, in cases of extensive surveys, hiking tracks were recorded.  

The ‘visibility factors’ recorded were stoniness, shade, vegetation cover, tillage / dust, and recent 

material. For each except tillage a value on the scale of 1-5 was awarded, with 1 being positive and 5 

negative. These values are not measurements; at best they are ‘guesstimates’ (Attema et al. 2010: 

20). Tillage had a separate scale because this cannot be neutral (‘3’): 1 = fallow, 2 = harrowed, 4 = 

ploughed in small peds, 5 = ploughed in large peds. The overall visibility was also judged on a scale of 

1-5, with 1 awarded to situations where surface visibility was very high and 5 very low. The use of 

                                                            
presented in a poster presentation at the Landscape Archaeology Conference (LAC) in Rome, September 2014; 
a publication is in preparation. A recent study by Banning et al. (2016) shows that the ‘survey swath’ of 2m is 
an average optimum and that much wider or smaller swaths occur for different material categories in different 
environments. 

70%

11%

12%

5% 2%

RAP SAMPLE TYPES

ST TS GS DS EX

Figure 4.2. Percentages of total of sample types in the RAP 
surveys 2000-2010.  
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these visibility factors is extensively discussed in Van Leusen’s 2002 review of the survey methodology 

of the RPC project. 

 

Figure 4.3. Example of a RAP survey unit form. 

Data processing 

The paper data collected in the field was entered into an Access database. In table ‘UNITS’ all practical 

information recorded on the unit form was stored, whereas in table ‘BAGS’ the collected bags and 

their sample types were recorded. Bags were entered with a six-digit identifier, a combination of the 

four-digit unit identifier and the two-digit bag identifier3. These tables were connected to a table 

‘FINDS’ in which the finds descriptions of each bag were entered (see below). 

The spatial data obtained in the field with the PDA and on the unit forms was entered into a GIS 

environment (ArcGIS). Unless unit borders were mapped by GPS, they were entered manually as 

polygons on the basis of the field sketches and topographical information obtained from maps at 

                                                            
3 For instance, bag 01 collected in unit 6135 was recorded in the database as bag 613501. 
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different scales. The spatial resolution of these data therefore depends on both the accuracy of the 

GPS records and on the skills of the field administrator. In ideal cases, the combination of paper and 

digital data results in a spatial resolution within the meter range. However, as will be discussed below, 

there are many examples in which one of the two is of poor quality, due to which accuracy decreases 

significantly. UNIT mapping quality improved when LiDAR data became available from the University 

of Leuven (2008). 

Finds densities were calculated on the basis of the collection area and finds count. A correction was 

carried out for the visibility biases recorded in the field and the estimated surface coverage, based on 

the following formula: 

D = N * (100 / C) * (100 / V) / A 

Where D being the corrected finds density; N is the raw finds count; C = the estimated percent 

coverage; V = the estimated percent overall visibility; and A = the unit area in hectares (Van Leusen 

2002, chapter 12: 14). Van Leusen (2002) remarks that this formula tends to overemphasize small 

density variations in artefact-poor situations such as occurs in the Sibaritide, and care should be taken 

when interpreting such corrected density maps. There is still an ongoing discussion about the 

reliability of such corrected data, and some scholars insist on using the ‘raw’ data instead (Millet 2000: 

93-94). However, the project leaders of the RPC and RAP surveys state that they do not believe that 

the objectivity presupposed by the usage of ‘raw data’ actually exists, and prefer to use corrected data 

(Attema et al. 2010: 20). 

Finds processing 

Collected artefacts were processed during the field campaigns. All finds were washed before being 

described, weighed and quantified according to a material categories list (Table 4.2). Finds processing 

was done by, or supervised by, a limited number of experienced team members (Attema, De Haas, 

Van Leusen, Oome, De Neef). The level of experience and research interest of these finds 

administrators influence the descriptions to some extent, but additional detailed studies by material 

specialists correct biases towards specific material categories. 

The list of material categories according to which the finds were quantified consists of material types 

which were adopted from the Lazio surveys and the Timpone della Motta excavations. The Lazio 

material typology included broad categories for typical eroded surface finds without a specific 

chronological connotation, such as ‘depurated orange ware’. The Timpone della Motta excavations, 

on the other hand, had very specific categories, such as ‘archaic coarse thick ware’ and matt-painted 

pottery.  

The combination of both categorizations for the RAP surveys posed three problems which only 

became apparent after a few years. First of all, the classification rules were unclear. For instance, the 

finds group of LBA dolio cordonato was in absence of a separate category either described as 

‘depurated pale ware’ or as ‘thick pithos ware’, both of which are technically correct but miss the 

chronological connotation. Therefore, queries for this protohistoric pottery type were impossible 

unless the finds administrator made a separate note. Secondly, the broad material categories adopted 

from the Lazio surveys do not allow administration or queries for specific details.  Thirdly, the specific 

wares known from the Timpone excavations occurred, or were recognized, only sporadically in the 

surveys. This might be the result of poor preservation, but also of limited distribution outside the 
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Timpone site. This visibility problem, specifically for Archaic wares, was investigated as a small side 

project in the 2014 RLPI campaign when I looked for parallels for the unknown ‘speckled ware’ found 

in survey contexts on Monte San Nicola (Appendix 1)4. The unproven chronological connotation 

‘archaic’ in some categories was dropped in 2007.  

Table 4.2. Material categories used in the RAP surveys. The connotation ‘archaic’ in some categories was dropped in 
2007 (in brackets). 

Material category Code Description 

Unclassified 0 - 

Coarse [‘archaic’] tile 1a Reddish-brown flat tile or imbrex with large (volcanic) inclusions 

Depurated antique tile 1b Pale-coloured flat tile or imbrex 

Indeterminate tile 1c - 

(Sub-)recent tile 1d Curved tile, usually pale with slip or grooves on upper side and coarse underside 

Coarse [‘archaic’] thick 
ware 

2a Pale brownish coarse ware; may include LBA dolio a cordoni o a fasce 

Coarse [‘archaic’] 
medium thick ware  

2b Any medium thick coarse ware 

Coarse [‘archaic’] thin 
ware 

2c Any thin coarse ware 

Depurated orange ware 3a Any orange-coloured depurated, wheel-turned ware 

Depurated pale ware 3b Pale wheel-turned wares, thick, medium-thick and thin; including ‘local soft’ ware, 
depurated amphorae, worn decorated wares; may include LBA dolio a cordoni  

Black gloss / banded 
ware 

4a Hellenistic pale ware decorated with shiny black slip 

Terra sigillata 4b Roman red ware; may include African Red Slip Ware (ARSW) 

Thin hard painted fine 
ware 

4c Specific ware class 

Indeterminate coarse 
ware 

5a Any indeterminate coarse ware 

Indeterminate 
depurated ware 

5b Any indeterminate depurated ware 

Indeterminate (sub-) 
recent ware 

5c Any indeterminate (sub-) recent ware 

Hard orange combed 
ware 

6a Late- / post-antique hard-fired ware decorated with parallel incised wave lines 

Hard pale combed ware 6b As 6a, but pale 

Glazed wares 7 Medieval / post-medieval wares with glaze layer 

Hard red ware, medium 
thick 

8 Practically unknown in RAP surveys 

Lithics 9 All stone artefacts including grinding stones, axes, etc; obsidian is classified as ‘glass’ 

Impasto 10 All hand-made pre- and protohistoric ware; may include loom weights and spindle 
whorls 

Bronze objects 11 Mostly ornaments found at the Macchiabate cemetery 

Matt-painted ware 12 Pale depurated, hand-formed ware with typical matte decoration 

Grumi 13 Burnt hut loam with twig impressions; indeterminate burnt lumps of clay 

Glass 14 Antique / post-antique glass; volcanic glass artefacts (obsidian) 

Waster 15 Ceramic wasters and misfired unusable fragments 

Slag 16 Metal wasters 

Corinthian ware 17 Specific ware class 

Coppe Ioniche  18 Specific ware class 

Impasto spindle whorl 19 Specific object class 

ARSW 20 African Red Slip Ware; specific ware class 

 

                                                            
4 Many thanks are due to prof. dr. Marianne Kleibrink, who gave me access to the Timpone della Motta fabric 
study materials compiled by dr. Benoît Mater (part of her PhD research on pottery production; Mater 2005). 
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Site definition and off-site distribution   

The RAP surveys used a simple, non-quantitative definition of the term ‘archaeological site’: a site is 

an area in which artefact density is higher than in its surroundings. This definition is based on the 

assumption that a ‘site’ represents the surface remains of human activity concentrated in a specific 

location. This implies also that there is a non-site zone and the boundaries between ‘site’ and ‘non-

site’ should be recognizable by studying artefact densities. However, it is evident that the non-site 

zone beyond the artefact concentration may have been used for all sorts of activities which do not 

leave concentrated tangible remains. Therefore, most modern surveys which aim at investigating 

regional land use patterns, including the RPC and RAP surveys, also map artefacts outside 

concentrations: the off-site distribution. 

There is an ongoing debate about the distinction between site and off-site, and while the call for the 

abandonment of the concept of ‘site’ has waned, the use of ‘off-site’ sampling for the reconstruction 

of non-concentrated land use is discussed in very few publications (De Haas 2012: 56; Fentress 2000: 

44; Blanton 2001). The forthcoming publication of the RAP site catalogue will also include off-site 

distribution maps and a discussion of these data. The present study, however, is focused on ‘sites’, 

and will only summarily deal with off-site distributions (see section 6.1.2 below). 

The RAP site catalogue 

The RAP site catalogue consists of elevated artefact density areas of all periods in the generally low-

density background of the Raganello basin, as mapped by the GIA. As was explained above, this 

dataset is the result of a series of research efforts with varying quality. The forthcoming publication 

will include coordinates, toponyms, recording date and revisits, sample type and visibility, finds 

collections, chronology, and diagnostic artefact documentation of each defined site. 

A first version of the RAP site catalogue was made by Tymon de Haas in 2004 in an effort to organize 

the data collected in the first five years of the RAP surveys. For this he built on his 2001 student 

assignment in which he evaluated the surveys done in the 1990’s, and 2000, the first year of the RPC 

surveys in Calabria (see above). He started a new numbering system, starting with site ‘T1’ (Haagsma’s 

‘site 3’ in the 1995 surveys). The T in De Haas’ new system initially stood for ‘Tymon’ after it’s designer. 

However, the new identifiers soon became commonly used and at some point the T was associated 

with ‘temporary’, because it was intended to be a temporary list (FIG. 1.1, right). To take away both 

temporary and personal annotations, in the present project and in the upcoming RAP catalogue the T 

is replaced by the neutral prefix ‘RB’ for Raganello Basin. 

The criteria according to which sites were added to the 2004 catalogue were unclear. Evidently, the 

relative signal-to-noise definition of site as an elevated artefact density peak did not allow strict 

quantitative thresholds; besides, such thresholds would have been difficult to define for palimpsest 

situations. Some high-density artefact areas were recognized in the field as ‘sites’ by team 

administrators and added to the catalogue during field campaigns. Other ‘sites’ were constructed on 

the basis of desktop evaluation of artefact densities or extents: for instance, diffuse artefact scatters 

which individually did not amount to ‘sites’ were sometimes grouped into one large aggregate site, 

such as RB114. Furthermore, sites were included which had not been investigated systematically, such 

as RB219 or the cave sites reported by Nino Larocca.  

In anticipation of the present research and the publication of the RAP surveys, the site catalogue had 

to be reviewed and, in some cases, cleaned up. This was done on the basis of the unit forms, field 
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notebooks and GPS data by Van Leusen and De Neef, and assisted by René Brandhoff. During this 

review, the aggregate sites were deconstructed where possible into separate scatters, and site 

locations and boundaries were reviewed and improved. Furthermore, incomplete or uncontrolled 

data were excluded from the RLPI studies (see section 4.2.2).  

At the start of the RLPI project in October 2010, the site catalogue consisted of 223 sites, 155 of which 

have a Metal Age occupation phase. These 155 sites were considered for the present study. Some of 

these have multiple sub-sites, like RB219, which consists of no less than eight sub-sites (RB219a-h). 

The reason for assigning sub-sites rather than assigning a full new number lies in our assumption that 

the nature, chronology, and limited distance of separate concentrations reflect interrelationship or 

association.  

4.2.2 Delimiting the dataset 
At the start of the RLPI, the set of 155 known Metal Age sites was evaluated for data consistency and 

reliability. Incomplete or uncontrolled data were adjusted or excluded from further study, because 

they cannot be classified. This concerns 25 sites. A classification (see section 4.3.2) of the remaining 

130 Metal Age sites was designed to guide on-site studies in a sampling approach (see section 4.3.1). 

The exclusion of sites from the present study concerns four groups (Table 4.3): 

1. Sites outside the RAP research area; 

2. Sites of which the finds assemblage is unclear / unknown; 

3. Sites of which the precise site location is unclear / unknown; 

4. Aggregate sites, consisting of scatters or densities grouped together into one site area. 

Groups 1 to 4 consist mainly of locations reported by local informants, but also of data recorded by 

the early GIA surveys of the 1990’s. The incompleteness of their descriptions makes them 

unclassifiable. One protohistoric site cluster in the RAP catalogue is not produced by field walking 

survey, but mostly by excavation: the Timpone della Motta (RB161a-e). Although the Timpone della 

Motta yields important information about protohistoric features, assemblages, and cultic activities, 

the surface records have not been documented except for Plateau 1 (see section 2.2.5). As such they 

do not meet the scope of the present research, which is to study surface scatters, and are therefore 

excluded from the dataset.  

The extent of the ‘aggregate site problem’ (see above, section 4.2.1) becomes apparent in the study 

of site characteristics such as size and finds counts. After a detailed review of original field 

documentation, six large composite sites (sites RB078, RB101, RB104, RB110, RB111 and RB113) were 

deconstructed into separate scatters5.  

Table 4.3. Metal Age RAP sites excluded from the present study. 

RAP site nr Recorded Excluded because 

RB005 1995 Location + assemblage unknown 

RB007 1995 Location + assemblage unknown 

RB044 2000 Assemblage unknown 

RB122 ‘Made Chiesa’ Larocca / Sparviere Location + assemblage unknown 

RB139 ‘Luparelle’ Larocca / Sparviere Location + assemblage unknown 

                                                            
5 However, in the course of the project more clustered sites were discovered, which are included in the site 
classification without having recognised them as such (for instance site RB114). 
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RB157 ‘Grotta Colombi’ Larocca / Sparviere Location + assemblage unknown 

RB158 ‘Grotta Ciende’ Larocca / Sparviere Outside RAP area 

RB159 ‘Timpa Ciende’ Larocca / Sparviere Outside RAP area 

RB160 ‘Grotta Damale’ Larocca / Sparviere Assemblage unknown 

RB163 ‘Scala di Barile’ Larocca / Sparviere Assemblage unknown 

RB115b ‘Grotta 2 Terra 
Masseta’ 

Larocca / Sparviere Assemblage unknown 

RB115c ‘Grotticella Costa 
del Ponte’ 

Larocca / Sparviere; 1998 Monte Sellaro 
Survey 

Assemblage unknown 

RB115d ‘Spallata Balze di 
Cristo’ 

Larocca / Sparviere Location + assemblage unknown 

RB116b ‘Demanio I 
Rubbert’ 

Larocca / Sparviere Location + assemblage unknown 

RB116c ‘Demanio Banco 
Grande’ 

Larocca / Sparviere Location + assemblage unknown 

RB116e ‘Demanio 
‘Ndappe’ 

Larocca / Sparviere Location + assemblage unknown 

RB136a-c ‘Balze di Cristo’ Bronze axe find (1952); Larocca; Monte 
Sellaro survey 1998 

Location + assemblage unknown 

RB161a-e ‘Timpone della 
Motta’ 

Traditionally known; reported by Guzzo 
(1982) 

Mostly excavation contexts; survey finds 
collections of Plateau 1 unavailable 

 

The extensive discussion of the dataset in the sections above, with steps taken to evaluate and delimit 

the available data, result in a well-controlled dataset as a starting point for the RLPI project. My aim 

was to build a dataset which can be studied by targeted revisits by the RLPI project and other scholars. 

The exclusion of sites from this dataset does not imply that these are inferior types of sites – on the 

contrary, as Ippolito’s study (2016) shows, they unlock important information on chronology, and their 

often remote locations are valuable in our understanding of the use of mountain areas. In future work 

in the Raganello basin, we may be able to document these sites more precisely, so that they can be 

investigated in a similar vein.  
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4.3 Approaches of archaeological studies in the RLPI project 

4.3.1 Sampling approach 
The RLPI research uses a stratified sampling approach to study representative examples of site classes. 

The sites were classified to allow us to make pragmatic decisions about our research resources. This 

classification is discussed below in section 4.3.2. Stratified sampling is a statistical method of 

investigating different subgroups in a population. Usually such sampling is conducted following a 

random or systematic selection procedure of members of each stratum. The outcomes of both 

procedures are similar in that each member of a stratum has the same chance of being selected, which 

enhances the representativeness of the sample. There are three major advantages of stratified 

sampling over random sampling. Firstly, a stratified sampling approach reduces the chances of having 

blanks on the map as the samples can be distributed, and secondly, it reduces disproportionate 

representation of dominant aspects within a population, in this case the site catalogue (Banning 2002: 

115). Thirdly, the site classification and stratified sampling approach are instrumental for integrating 

the different scales at which we worked during the RLPI project, by allowing to extrapolate site-specific 

detail to site classes, and from these to landscape zones.  

An important aspect of stratified sampling is that the selection of strata, in our case the design of the 

site classes, should be justified. The selection of the site classes should be such that the variation 

within site classes is smaller than that between classes (Banning 2002: 115). The justification of the 

site classification used in the present study is included in section 4.3.2. I tried different parameters to 

establish site classes: for instance, elevation in meters, distance to water, slope aspect, pottery count 

in the first visit, chronology, phasing, and size. Each of these parameters resulted in large variations in 

which some clustering could be seen, but there was no logical or justifiable way of combining these 

parameters into a useful number of strata. Besides, most of these parameters were based on 

uncertain information, such as size estimates, or even precise location. Chronology was another 

problem, as some pottery assemblages had well-dated diagnostic feature sherds, but others had not, 

and there was little information about how this was affected by site preservation. In summary, there 

were too many unknowns about these parameters to build meaningful classes. Therefore, broader 

and more stable parameters were chosen based on the two main properties of the surface sites: 

position in the landscape and assemblage. The choices in the first property were made on the broad 

landscape zones used in the RAP survey transects. The finds assemblages were very broadly 

categorized following the practical observation that some sites yield a relative wealth of artefacts, 

whereas others are very diffuse and poorly articulated. 

For the Metal Age sites in the Raganello basin, it was not feasible to investigate all strata. Research of 

cave sites requires specialist knowledge and an approach adapted to potentially deep stratigraphies, 

which lay beyond the logistic and financial scope of the RLPI and the fieldwork permission issued by 

the Soprintendenza6. Similar fieldwork restrictions apply to funerary sites, which prior to the RLPI were 

only known from the Macchiabate necropolis7. The Metal Age scatters in mountains were not 

                                                            
6 One exception consists of the documentation of protohistoric pottery from Grotta Camilla (site RB118) 
collected by a local amateur archaeologist and consigned to the RLPI inventory. 
7 The Macchiabate has been excavated extensively in the past and is currently investigated by the University of 
Basel under direction of Prof. dr. M. Guggisberg. The friendly contact and exchange with the Basel team leads 
to our increased knowledge of this site class. The sites RB216, RB233 and RB245a on Monte San Nicola, the 
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investigated due to restricted access and absent options for systematic surface recordings or invasive 

research at these sites. Furthermore, the accessible site classes could not be sampled randomly due 

to the need to obtain field owner consent. Although most field owners were very cooperative, some 

sites could not be investigated due to insemination or cultivation cycles, especially in the uplands8.  

The result of this opportunistic selection is that some site classes were investigated more intensively 

than others. Easy access and land owner cooperation in the foothills resulted in a relatively large 

sample of the sites in the Contrada Damale; whereas the planned work on the scatters in the Pietra 

Catania area had to be reduced because the Soprintendenza did not allow fieldwork in more than one 

municipality per campaign9. A list of investigated sites and a summary of the fieldwork results is 

included in Chapter 5; the full report is published separately (De Neef and Van Leusen forthcoming). 

The site classification and sampling approach in the RLPI project are evaluated in section 6.2.  

4.3.2 Site classification 

Justification of the classification 

I include both observable properties of artefact assemblages and properties of their finds location in 

order to uncover structural patterns in artefact occurrence, distribution, but potentially also of the 

effects of site formation processes. Post-depositional processes are not taken into account for the site 

classification because we cannot assess them on the basis of surface investigations only. For the 

classification to be transparent and reproducible, I clarify the properties I have used below. 

The aim of the site classification is to provide a tool to guide a stratified sampling approach in the 

further research of the Metal Age surface scatters. The results of these detailed investigations of 

members of a class will help to understand the function of the site type within regional land use 

patterns. Furthermore, the use of a site classification as an interpretative tool can itself be evaluated 

when additional field results are coupled to the original classification. This may have implications for 

the way site typologies are developed and used in current and future landscape archaeology projects. 

Such an evaluation of the site classification proposed here is included in section 6.2. 

For inspiration and background, I looked at various other survey projects to see how site classifications 

can be designed and applied. Curiously, only few projects are explicit about their site typologies and 

the choices and assumptions on which site types are based. This obscurity is obviously related to site 

definition, a heavily debated issue among survey archaeologists for which there is no best practice 

(see section 4.2.1). Despite a trend towards quantitative thresholds for site definition since the 1990’s, 

historical site types based on non-observable qualifications such as ‘temple’ or ‘villa’ are still used by 

many surveys (for instance the Potenza Valley project; Percossi et al. 2006). While such direct 

interpretations of surface material may be applicable to later historical periods, it is problematic for 

the remains of illiterate and less monumental societies. This implies that pre- and protohistoric surface 

finds often end up in a non-specified class such as the ‘undefined pottery scatter’. However, despite 

                                                            
latter two of which were discovered during the RLPI, were added to the funereal site class in the course of our 
investigations. 
8 For instance, at scatters RB173a-e in the uplands, where we were allowed to collect magnetometry data in 
autumn 2011: access was denied in later years for re-surveys and coring due to young crop. 
9 The foothill zone includes parts of the municipalities Cerchiara di Calabria (Contrada Damale), Francavilla 
Marittima (Pietra Catania) Cassano allo Ionio (the marine terraces) and Cività (Monte San Nicola and Monte 
Spirito Santo). 
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their apparent objectivity, quantitative thresholds of finds density and site size also pose a number of 

problems: firstly, there is no agreed method for drawing site boundaries (see also section 3.4), and 

secondly, it is extremely difficult to decide on the boundaries of multi-period sites, whose extent may 

vary during different periods of occupation (Banning 2002). 

Assumptions and working hypotheses 

The present study of Metal Age find locations is based on the assumption that certain site types exist. 

These types are predicated upon models of land use and exploitation of South-Italian landscapes in 

protohistory, and a limited set of related activities which could leave material remains. Although 

organization, scale, and preferences of land use are likely to have changed during the long period 

under study here (ca. 3000-800 BC), a mixed subsistence economy with a large component of animal 

herding seems to be the most plausible economic model for the whole period (see section 2.3). This 

assumption is based on current knowledge of excavated Italian Metal Age sites (overviews in Bietti 

Sestieri 2010, Peroni 1998, Guidi and Piperno 1992). We would expect to find remains of structures 

and features related to such an exploitation model, including subsistence farms, seasonal habitations, 

camp sites, and structures related to cattle management. Additionally, we expect there to be places 

in non-economic use, such as burial and cult places. Furthermore, the models of developing 

complexity and tribalization, centred on elites and central places in the later phases of protohistory, 

suggest that there may have been locations related to territorial control. The theoretical backgrounds 

of southern Italian protohistory are discussed in section 3.2; models for Metal Age socio-economic 

and socio-political developments in southern Italy are focused on in section 9.2. 

The assumption that site types exist implies that these should exhibit spatial patterning related to the 

activities conducted. Certain locations are more suitable for specific purposes than others, and some 

activities will be related to specific parts of the landscape. For instance, we may expect permanent 

habitation in the lowland zone where agricultural land is available, and seasonal pastoral locations in 

the uplands. Raw materials may be exploited in very specific places, such as salt extraction from sea 

water and flint or chert from quarries.  We may also expect that these different zones were connected 

by routes following the most accessible parts of the landscape. These connecting paths are likely to 

involve logistical points: areas most suitable for temporary breaks, like (natural) shelters, springs, or 

safe animal enclosures. Location choice for non-economic activities such as burials and cult places is 

much more difficult to predict, but there may be culturally determined preferences. 

If we accept that certain locations are more suitable for a specific purpose than others, these may also 

be expected to be in use over a longer period of time. For instance, salt basins on the coast may be in 

use for generations, and habitation sites in preferred locations may see several stages of building and 

rebuilding structures. Site longevity would, under favourable post-depositional circumstances, imply 

the densest subsurface archaeological remains. This may be reflected in dense surface scatters in case 

such remains are exposed by natural processes or human activities. Although some locations may be 

in favour over a longer period of time, it is important to bear in mind that Italian protohistory covers 

a long period, and that preferences and patterning may have changed.  

 

The specific assumptions deriving from the above are: 

 We investigate a mixed subsistence economy with a large component of animal herding;  
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 There are site ‘types’ relating to different components of this exploitation model, as well as 

places of symbolic and territorial significance; 

 Sites are connected through routes following the most accessible parts of the landscape; 

 There is a preference for certain locations; 

 Dense archaeological surface remains reflect site longevity, use intensity and/or location 

preference. 

Assemblage criteria 

Date and duration 

Dating Metal Age surface scatters is often problematic because of the poor preservation of surface 

material. The majority of Metal Age ceramics found during the RAP surveys consists of plain wall 

fragments of handmade pottery without diagnostic features. These cannot be dated more accurately 

than ‘protohistoric’ or ‘Metal Ages’. This is also the case for some decorative features which occur 

over longer periods of time, such as cord decorations. Only a small number of diagnostic feature 

sherds can be dated by parallels to excavated contexts. This means that some assemblages are dated 

by only a few fragments, and that the date range of datable fragments may not cover the whole 

duration of a site. Francesca Ippolito dated ceramics recovered at the ‘highland sites’ discovered by 

the speleologists of GSS, but these dates became only available in the course of the RLPI project. 

Besides, many highland sites have been left out of the classification because of sub-standard 

documentation (see section 4.2.2 above). For these reasons, date and duration are not considered 

useful as a classification parameter. 

Artefact count  

 

Figure 4.4. Find count of impasto pottery fragments in the first visit (n=89) 

The RAP dataset shows that there are large differences in finds count between a majority of small 

material clusters, and a small number of sites with denser surface remains. This variation may be 

caused by site formation processes, but also by site longevity and function. Some activities may have 

involved the use of more artefacts than others, or of more durable materials. Thus we assume that 

the number of finds recorded at a location reflects some combination of preservation, function and 

longevity. However, classifying surface scatters purely by finds counts is problematic for four reasons. 

First, the influence of post-depositional processes on the finds count is difficult to assess, especially in 
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a heterogeneous landscape such as the Raganello basin. Second, different sampling strategies and 

revisits may have resulted in incomparable finds numbers. Third, finds count in a standard sample is 

recorded per survey unit, yet a unit may include more than one finds concentration, or a scatter may 

extend over several units. The last problem is the different recording of site size by different field 

administrators (see section 4.2.1), due to which it is difficult to come to comparable densities for 

different site areas.  

 

Figure 4.5. Average and range of sherd weight compared to sherd count. 

Even if only the impasto counts per survey unit in the first sample are compared (FIG. 4.4) a distorted 

picture arises. 80 of the 130 sites (60%) were recorded during a standard sample; the other 40% were 

recorded by non-systematic grab samples or in a site-oriented approach. Thus survey intensity is not 

consistent. Two sites did not yield impasto at all in the first sample: they consist of another type of 

protohistoric finds class (dolii a cordoni o a fasce, bronze ornaments). Furthermore, when comparing 

average sherd weight, the fragmentation rate of the large assemblages turns out to be higher; in other 

words: more but smaller fragments. Sites with the lowest find count have the highest average sherd 

weight (FIG. 4.5). Thus the quality of the material is diverse, which may be caused by depositional 

processes (see section 3.3). For functional interpretations of assemblages, quality is more informative 

than quantity. 

Richness 

To overcome the interpretative problems of artefact count, I use ‘assemblage richness’ as a classifying 

criterion. Richness describes the variety of vessel forms in the assemblage. This can be a result of site 

longevity, year-round occupation instead of seasonal use, or the performance of specific activities. 

Classifying richness by a precise number of different vessel types is impossible in the current dataset, 

because there was no description standard. Therefore, finds descriptions encounter the same 

recording problem as the field documentation: finds were described by different people with different 

backgrounds and interests. This means that some detail may have been overlooked.  
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There are differences between fine impasto wares, household and storage vessels10. Some 

assemblages have been described in the RAP database as having a variety of vessel types (listed in 

Table 4.3). These observations were confirmed or discarded by reviewing all sample bags.  

Table 4.3. Metal Age sites in the RAP site catalogue described as having varied assemblages. 

Site  Description Number of finds 

in first visit 

RB047 Fairly homogeneous impasto find, partly burnished; interesting variety of fabrics 152 

RB050 Several forms such as an IA cup rim, ring handle fragment and some lugs, rims and bases of 

larger jars. Some fragments have a BA aspect; some recent fractures, also often burnish 

preserved, number of forms 

79 

RB058 Various types of FBA/EIA? Impasto 183 

RB078 Some burnished wares, thick and thin wares, different fabrics, different diagnostic fragments 143 

RB089 Diagnostics of different vessel forms, scodelle, olle, fragment of cooking plate 159 

RB121 Fragments of small jars, larger jars, cups, different cord decorations, possibly early material 

(ENEO/EBA?) 

77 

RB130 Fragments of jars and bowls, different handles, some burnished wares 79  

RB137 Plain and burnished impasto (many forms, Apennine decorations, cord decorations, etc) 97 

RB202 Fairly rich site; burnished wall fragments thin /med/thick; different fabrics including very 

coarse medium and thick wares; ‘horned’ handle  

70 

 

This review revealed that a high find count does not necessarily result in a varied assemblage. 

According to the descriptions in the finds database, only four sites out of 20 with a find count of more 

than 100 in the first visit have a ‘rich’ assemblage. Interestingly, the site with the largest assemblage 

(site RB210, 702 impasto fragments in the first visit) does not seem to have a variety of wares: the 

sherds are mostly medium thick, undiagnostic and very fragmented, and appear to derive mostly from 

large forms. The sites listed in Table 4.3 are classified as ‘rich’ assemblages. 

Special finds 

‘Special finds’ are objects which occur only sporadically in the finds database. These include spindle 

whorls, stone axes, quern stones, remains of fornelli (ovens), flint/obsidian tools, and burnt hut loam 

(see Table 4.4). It is possible that their recovery is affected by a combination of preservation 

conditions, surveyor skill, and coincidence. Although the presence of rare artefact categories may 

reflect specific activities, their absence does not mean that these activities were not conducted.  

Furthermore, such finds are only ‘special’ because they are rarely found, not because they reflect 

irregular or unexpected behavior. Fornelli, loom weights, spindle whorls, bone, hut loam, and grinding 

stones are all objects to be found in a regular settlement context. A separate category is formed by 

artefacts associated with funerary or ritual activities. In our dataset these consist of large loom weights 

decorated with labyrinth motives and bronze ornaments such as are found on the Timpone della 

Motta sanctuary and the Macchiabate necropolis. Except for the typical funerary objects, the presence 

of rare finds categories is not considered useful as a classifying parameter.  

                                                            
10 In preparation for the current research project we measured the thickness of impasto fragments in all Metal 
Age sites in the RAP catalogue. We adopted the thickness classes for protohistoric pottery used in the Biferno 
Valley survey: 3-6mm (thin), 7-11 mm (medium), and >12mm (thick) (Barker 1995). However, we quickly 
discarded the idea that we could extract functional information out of otherwise undiagnostic wall fragments 
by investigating pottery thickness. Handmade pottery vessels have varying thicknesses as they are not turned 
on a wheel, so that one vessel may yield sherds in all three thickness classes. 
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Table 4.4. ‘Special finds’ categories in the RAP surveys; the number of sites where these were recorded, and which sites. 
Off-site finds (lithics and obsidian) are not considered. 

Category Number of sites Site number 

Stone axe 1 RB115a 

Obsidian 4 RB053, RB056, RB057, RB218 

Lithics 2 RB057, RB066 

Grinding stone / millstone 5 (one in basalt) RB078, RB094, RB115A, RB191, RB218 

Bone 7 RB051, RB058, RB164, RB208, RB218 

Fornello fragment 2 RB089, RB097 

Loomweight 2 RB009g (with labyrinth decoration), RB106 

Spindle whorl 3 RB009e, RB207, RB218 

Bronze ornaments 1 RB009f 

Storage vessels  

Large storage vessels in depurated clay and formed on a slow-turning wheel appear in southern Italy 

in the RBA, when contacts with the Aegean world become regular. These vessels are known as dolio 

cordonato o a fasce, characterized by cords (cordoni), applied relief bands (fasce in rilievo) or bands 

of impressed grooves (fasci di scanalature impresse). Excavated contexts in Broglio di Trebisacce and 

other sites in southern Italy provide datable parallels to fragments found in the RAP survey area 

(typology in Schiappelli 2003; Capriglione et al. 2012). Although large impasto vessels were also used 

for storage, these are often difficult to identify on the basis of fragmented surface materials. The dolii 

cordonati stand out because they are much larger, made of depurated clays, and likely involved 

specialist manufacturing skills and procedures. Therefore, such dolii were probably produced in 

different locations than impasto vessels, and distributed differently. The presence of non-impasto 

dolium fragments is used here as a classifying property. Sites where such vessels are found are listed 

in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5. Metal Age sites with protohistoric storage vessel fragments. 

Description Sites 

Protohistoric sites with dolii a 
cordoni o fasce fragments 

RB050, RB064, RB067, RB068, RB071, RB073, RB078, RB079, RB087, RB089, RB090, 
RB094, RB095, RB096, RB097, RB103, RB104, RB105, RB108, RB109, RB110, RB111, 
RB112, RB113, RB188, RB219 

Metal Age sites with other types 
of non-impasto storage vessels 

RB009h, RB014, RB181, RB204c, RB211a 

Topographical criteria 

The Raganello basin has a varied landscape, which ranges from a coastal plain surrounded by foothills 

to upland valleys and mountains over 2000m. These different parts of the landscape form a key to the 

understanding of Metal Age land use, assuming that some locations are more suitable for specific 

activities than other. However, archaeological recording and landscape history urge to be cautious in 

the level of detail applied to classifier parameters. 

There are many topographical aspects that could be used for detailed location study and classification, 

but their usefulness depends on the quality and completeness of field documentation. Problematic in 

our case study is the often imprecise location recording of surface scatters. Field sketches drawn by 

administrators are of varying quality, as was explained above in section 4.2.1. Even if scatters were 

measured in with a GPS, there is an error margin of approximately 5 m for the equipment used in the 
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RAP surveys. This means that GIS-based spatial analyses such as slope aspect and slope gradient, based 

on a LiDAR dataset with a resolution of 1m, is of limited use. Slope aspect and gradient will therefore 

not be used as classifiers. 

The use of other location criteria is problematic because the present-day landscape of northern 

Calabria may differ significantly from that of 3000 years ago. This becomes very clear in the coastal 

plain, where the archaic Greek colony Sybaris lies buried beneath several meters of alluvial sediment. 

Also, Calabria is a tectonically very active region; uplift and earthquakes result in ongoing movement 

(see also section 2.1). Caution is required when assuming that locations were chosen for certain 

geomorphological attributes, since these may have changed considerably in the past millennia. An 

additional issue is that post-depositional processes on actual finds locations cannot be assessed purely 

on surface observations, especially on slopes. Therefore, I have chosen to avoid detailed 

morphological descriptions such as ‘plateau’ or ‘rock ledge’. The availability of springs and access to 

caves are influenced by tectonics and karst phenomena. Since we cannot assume that the present-

day water sources were the same in protohistory, characteristics such as ‘distance to nearest spring’ 

or ‘distance to water’ have not been considered useful classifiers. 

Landscape classes 

Rejecting detailed topographical attributes on the basis of uncertainties of landscape change and 

documentation problems leads to using elevation as the main topographical classifier. Since detailed 

elevation information is also subject to the problems sketched above, I propose to use this in 

combination with broad landscape classes. These broad classes are chosen above more restricted 

morphological descriptions in order to avoid the pitfall of interpretative notions of ‘defensibility’ and 

‘accessibility’, since we cannot be sure that such concepts were the prime reason for location choice, 

nor that they applied in protohistory. 

The proposed landscape classes in the Raganello basin are based on geographically standardized 

zones, defined in Chapter 2: 

 Coastal plain: the flat or gently rolling plain of Sibari. There is almost no natural relief, 

elevation above sea level between 0-ca 50m. Close or relatively close to the sea. 

 Foothills: the gradual increases in elevation at the base of the Pollino mountain range, 

adjacent to the coastal plain. Elevation between ca 50- ca 400m. Sea within visual range. 

 Uplands: flat or undulating parts of the landscape at an elevation above 400m.  

 Mountains: large landforms that stretch above the surrounding landscape in a limited area, 

with steep slopes, with a summit above 500m a.s.l. Sea may or may not be seen. 

The original RAP survey strategy was targeted at three landscape transects: the foothills and lower 

uplands which had visual contact with the Ionian Sea, and a highland transect from where the coast 

could not be seen. The transects were selected to cover the geological and geomorphological variation 

in the Raganello basin. The division resembles Pacciarelli’s landscape classes for the Tropea 

promontory, which worked well in explaining Bronze Age settlement dynamics in a region that 

includes both coastal settlements on rock promontories and open sites in the uplands (Pacciarelli 

2001).  

The coastal plain of Sibari remains a blank in our knowledge of Metal Age settlement, since potential 

remains are buried too deep under alluvial material to be detected. We can only hypothesize about 
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harbours, trade posts and salt pans in our area. We know from other regions such as Apulia and the 

Tropea promontory that protohistoric settlements occur on the coast and in coastal plains. Since the 

research area officially includes the coastal plain, and since it seems likely that there is a Metal Age 

landscape that remains hidden here, it is included as a landscape class but it will not be studied further. 

Classification of Metal Age sites in the Raganello basin 

Based on the considerations above, I propose a classification which can be summarized in the 

following diagram (FIG. 4.6): 

 

Figure 4.6. Site classification for Metal Age sites in the Raganello basin. 

In this diagram I have combined the proposed divisions in find assemblage with those of the landscape 

classes. Since there are no Metal Age sites known in the coastal plain, there are no site classes which 

apply to this landscape class. Most assemblage variation occurs in the foothill zone: there are small 

Metal Age scatters, ‘rich’ Metal Age scatters, and locations with protohistoric storage vessels. Non-

impasto storage vessels do not occur in the uplands and mountains. In the uplands and mountains 

there is also a division between small and ‘rich’ Metal Age scatters. The finds locations on the slopes 

and summits of mountains are generally small and not rich; these have been distinguished from Metal 

Age scatters in caves. A third class of ‘rich’ sites has been defined to deal with the sites that have both 

rich assemblages and storage vessel fragments. The assignment of sites to the proposed classes is 

listed below in Table 4.7. 

The right-most column in the diagram is reserved for find locations which can be classified as graves, 

tombs or parts of necropoleis on the basis of specific finds or structural remains. They have been 

grouped together to acknowledge their interpretation and functionality, which stands them apart 

from all other Metal Age scatters in the RAP survey area. They will not be studied further in the RLPI 

project. 

Apart from this group of foothill scatters, there are a few find locations which do not fit in the 

schematic design of the classification diagram, even if we stretch the class borders a bit. These will 
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each be discussed below in the paragraph Problem cases. Some of them have been assigned to a group 

of ‘a-typical sites’. 

Table 4.6. Classification problems plus proposed type allocation. 

Site Classification problem Solution: classify 
as 

RB009h Non-impasto storage vessel in assemblage, location and presence of river cobbles 
suggests ploughed-out tumuli 

Funereal site (8) 

RB014 Scatter near highest point of marine terrace not classifiable as either foothill (over 
400m), or mountain (no steep landform); possibly also storage vessel belonging to 
assemblage 

A-typical site, 
uplands (9) 

RB99 impasto scatter in foothills but at 410m Impasto foothill 
scatter (1) 

RB100 impasto scatter in foothills but at 408m Impasto foothill 
scatter (1) 

RB115a impasto scatter in mountain valley at 530m, sea visible A-typical site, 
upland (9) 

RB128 Impasto scatter on flat outcrop on mountain, much higher than all other sites in dataset 
(1370m) 

A-typical site, 
mountain (9) 

RB133 Scatter near highest point of marine terrace not classifiable as either foothill (over 
400m) or mountain (not steep landform); possibly also storage vessel belonging to 
assemblage 

A-typical site, 
uplands (9) 

RB181 Impasto scatter with non-impasto storage vessel fragments on flat part of mountain at 
940m, sea visible 

A-typical site, 
upland (9) 

RB203 Impasto scatter at 410m on marine terrace, at base of steep cliff Impasto foothill 
scatter (1) 

RB207 Scatter near highest point of marine terrace not classifiable as either foothill (over 
400m), upland or mountain (no steep landform); possibly also storage vessel belonging 
to assemblage 

Impasto upland 
site  (5) 

RB211a 
and b 

Impasto scatter with non-impasto storage vessel fragments on flat part of mountain at 
940m, sea visible 

A-typical site, 
upland (9) 

RB221a 
and b 

Impasto scatters on flat summit ridge of marine terrace (475m) Upland impasto 
site (5) 

RB223 Impasto scatter on local outcrop above ravine in uplands (490m); not mountain but also 
not open upland valley 

A-typical site, 
upland (9) 
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Table 4.7. Metal Age site classes in the Raganello basin and their members. 

Class Description Sites 

1 Impasto 
scatter in 
foothills 

Metal Age surface scatter of 
impasto sherds in open 
location in foothills 

RB011, RB021, RB025, RB048, RB049, RB051, RB052, RB053, 
RB054, RB055, RB056, RB057, RB059, RB060, RB061, RB062, 
RB063, RB065, RB066, RB069, RB070, RB075, RB076, RB081, 
RB082, RB083, RB085, RB086, RB088, RB091, RB092, RB093, 
RB098, RB099, RB100, RB102, RB106, RB107, RB114, RB183, 
RB203, RB204a, RB204b, RB204c, RB205, RB208 [46] 
 

2 Rich foothill 
site 

Metal Age surface scatter in 
open location in foothills, 
with varied assemblage 
pointing to broad 
functionality 

RB047, RB058, RB137, RB202 [4] 

3 Storage 
vessel site 

Protohistoric surface scatter 
in open location in foothills 
with storage vessel 
fragments 

RB064, RB067, RB068, RB071, RB079, RB087, RB090, RB094, 
RB095, RB096, RB097, RB103, RB104, RB105, RB108, RB109, 
RB110, RB111, RB112, RB113, RB188, RB219 [22] 

4 Rich storage 
vessel site 

Protohistoric surface scatter 
in open location in foothills 
with varied assemblage and 
storage vessel fragments 

RB050, RB078, RB089, RB101 [4] 

5 Impasto 
scatter in 
uplands 

Metal Age surface scatter of 
impasto sherds in open 
location in uplands 

RB072, RB073, RB167, RB170, RB173a, RB173b, RB173c, RB173d, 
RB173e, RB174, RB175, RB177a, RB177b, RB190, RB191, RB192, 
RB212, RB213, RB214, RB218, RB221a, RB221b [22] 

6 Rich upland 
site 

Metal Age surface scatter in 
open location in uplands, 
with varied assemblage 
pointing to broad 
functionality 

RB121, RB130 [2] 

7 Metal Age 
scatter in 
mountains 

Metal Age surface scatter of 
impasto sherds in restricted 
area in mountains 

RB116a, RB116f, RB152, RB155, RB156, RB164, RB209, RB210 [8] 

8 Cave sites Metal Age material found in 
a cave 

RB118, RB119, RB125, RB126, RB127a, RB132, RB138, RB148, 
RB149 [9] 

9 Funereal site Metal Age surface scatter 
with find groups or structural 
remains pointing to funereal 
function 

RB009e, RB009f, RB009g, RB009h [4] 

10 A-typical site Metal Age surface scatter 
which does not fit any of the 
classes above 

RB014, RB115a, RB128, RB133, RB181, RB207, RB211a, RB211b, 
RB223 [9] 

 

There are large differences in the numbers of sites assigned to each of the classes. The largest class is 

the simple Metal Age scatter in the foothills, followed by storage vessel sites, both at a low elevation 

near the coastal plain.  The majority of storage vessel sites occur in an undulating sloping area 

presently known as Contrada Damale, at the foot of the Serra del Gufo mountain. Site RB204a is the 

only site in this class outside the Contrada Damale, and it contains a different type of non-impasto 

storage vessel. A special class has been defined for rich storage vessel sites (RB050, RB078, and 

RB089), in order to be able to investigate whether there is a functional, duration or preservation 

distinction.  

The ‘mountain sites’ have been divided into two groups: Metal Age scatters in open locations and 

those in caves. The open locations consist of sites in or near summits (RB116a (Timpa del Demanio), 

RB209 (Timpone del Castello), RB210 (La Sentinella) and on slopes: RB116f (Banco del Prete), RB152 

(Cudicino), RB164 (Tartarèje) and RB181 (Luparello). Their common denominator is elevation and 
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limited flat space. The cave sites are distinguished from these open air scatters since their sheltered 

locations may reflect a difference in functionality.  

Problem cases 

After assigning the 134 Metal Age scatters in our dataset to the classes 1-8 in the classification 

diagram, thirteen problem cases remain which do not fit the proposed site types (Table 4.7). This is 

inherent to classifications, which are schematizations of a more complex reality. Here I will review 

each problem case and decide on how to classify them: either by stretching class borders a bit, or by 

assigning them to a class of ‘a-typical’ sites.  

Site RB009h shows that non-impasto storage vessel fragments may also be in use in funereal contexts, 

which matches observations at the Iron Age necropolis at Bisignano (Levi 1999: 51-54). The other 

storage vessel sites do not have additional characteristics such as ploughed tumuli or grave goods 

which point to a funereal interpretation. Sites RB99, RB100, and RB203 were added to the foothill 

impasto scatter class by stretching the elevation boundary of the foothill definition to 410m, since 

these sites are located in the same geomorphological setting. Sites RB221a and RB221b could not be 

attributed to this landscape class since they are located on a narrow summit ridge of the Monte Spirito 

Santo, albeit not in a landform which falls under the general definition of a ‘mountain’ (see section 

2.1.2). Similarly, the three scatters on the Monte San Nicola (RB014, RB133 and RB207) are located 

near the top of the highest marine terrace but not in very restricted areas. Therefore, I have decided 

to add the sites on the Monte Spirito Santo and the Monte San Nicola to the upland scatter class.  

The remaining eight problem cases are not resolved by slightly stretching elevation definitions. Sites 

RB181, RB211a and RB211b have similar ceramic assemblages of impasto and storage vessel, but they 

are located on a flat area at high elevation (940m). Site RB128 is an outsider in all respects, located at 

a very isolated, flat part of the northern ridge of the Timpa San Lorenzo, much higher than any of the 

other sites in the dataset. To acknowledge the deviating character of these assemblages and locations, 

they are grouped in a class of ‘a-typical sites’. 

The sampling strategy with which the separate site types are investigated is explained in section 4.3.1. 

The second aim of the proposed site classification, to evaluate the methodological use of such a 

typology to design a fieldwork strategy, is discussed in section 6.2. Classes 1-6 were investigated 

further in the Rural Life in Protohistoric Italy program. 
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4.4 Field methods  
The interdisciplinary approach of the RLPI project implies that different datasets are used to 

complement each other. A short overview of the application of the different field methods, their 

output and how they contribute to bias reduction is given below. 

4.4.1 Archaeological survey 
The detailed site studies of the RLPI required a higher level of detail than was reached in the RAP 

surveys, which typically applied 50 x 50 m units and 10m walker interval (intensive survey with a 

standard sample at 20% ground coverage). The higher resolution distribution maps were required to 

be able to make associations between surface and subsurface datasets and to study local post-

depositional processes (FIG. 4.7).  

 

Figure 4.7. Intensive survey at site RB047 in the foothills. 

In the RLPI program I experimented with different collection strategies. First of all, we conducted re-

surveys with smaller collection units of 30 x 30 m. These dimensions were chosen for a practical 

reason: they matched the grids used for the magnetic-based geophysical surveys (gradiometry and 

gridded MS) with Bartington equipment, which allowed easy spatial integration with the geophysical 

data. Within these units I tried different walker intervals, at 1, 2 or 5m, resulting in different coverage 

percentages. At sites RB114 and RB219, I further increased the resolution by collecting experimentally 

in 10 x 10 m units. As Banning points out, there are two advantages of small units over larger:  they 

result in a larger sample size which in turn reduces the standard error of estimates of population 

characteristics, and each small unit will have a small variety in survey circumstances (2002: 95). In 

areas of higher finds densities encountered during the intensive survey, the team may decide to take 

a total sample of a defined area. In a total sample, all finds are collected (100% surface coverage) in a 

finds bag, kept separate from the produce of the standard sample. The difference with the total station 

survey is that the individual finds locations are not recorded. A total sample is usually taken to define 

the borders of a finds concentration or to collect as much (diagnostic) material for further assemblage 

study.  
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Secondly, a transect survey was conducted with 

two experienced field walkers walking 5 m 

apart (40% coverage). They did not collect 

material, but called out every time they saw an 

artefact. When the calls became frequent, area 

samples were taken of all visible artefacts in 

circles with a diameter of 2 m, until the material 

density dropped to the general background 

level. The centre of each circle was recorded by 

Total Station. 

Thirdly, I applied total surveys with 100% 

surface coverage, in which the location and 

finds category of each individual artefact was 

recorded with the Total Station (the so-called ‘Total Station survey’). First, the surveyed area was 

covered by several field walkers who put sticks or flags at each object, without picking them up. Then 

each artefact was looked at by an experienced surveyor (De Neef or Van Leusen) who communicated 

the finds category to the TS operator, who recorded the location. This procedure results in a very 

detailed distribution map of different finds categories, which allows to quantify absolute finds 

densities and to establish site boundaries, shapes and haloes based on these densities. We also hoped 

to be able to establish intra-site distribution patterns. After this the artefacts were collected in a 

collective sample bag, except in some cases for diagnostic fragments, which were put in separate bags. 

In some cases, finds from different TS-locations were collected and stored in separate bags (for 

instance site RB114), in most other cases all non-diagnostic artefacts were collected in one bag. The 

diagnostic features were collected separately so that their finds locations are recorded (the so-called 

‘Puntvondst’ (PV) in Dutch, literally a ‘point location find’). The Total Station surveys result in high-

resolution maps in which the distribution of different finds categories is visualized (included in 

Appendix 1). The method is time-consuming and therefore not suitable for mapping large areas. In 

practice, we used it for investigating targeted areas selected on the basis of other data, such as 

geophysical anomalies. 

Aside from these systematic recordings, we occasionally also took non-systematic grab or diagnostic 

samples of artefacts of interests. We also received collections of Metal Age materials from locals which 

we documented as non-systematic grab or diagnostic samples. Diagnostic samples consist only of 

feature fragments which may contribute to a better understanding of the assemblage’s functional 

composition or a better typo-chronological dating. Such samples were usually taken on archaeological 

sites which had already been surveyed in the intensive way. Grab samples are non-systematic 

collections of material from a specific location.  

4.4.2 Archaeological test pits 
A number of test pits were excavated at selected sites of different types. Rather than detailed, large-

scale excavations aiming at solid site interpretations, these test pits were short operations focused on 

establishing archaeological stratigraphy, ground-truthing geophysical anomalies, and collecting soil 

samples and datable materials. The reasons for this small-scale approach were twofold. First, the RLPI 

research with its regional scope focuses on site types rather than individual locations. Therefore, it 

was important to collect data from several different archaeological sites instead of investigating a 

Figure 4.8. 'Telephone box' test pit at site RB228. 
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single place in great detail. This approach automatically limits the range of the invasive on-site studies. 

Second, the fieldwork permission for invasive work issued by the Soprintendenza dei Beni Culturali di 

Calabria was restricted. In 2011, we were allowed to excavate 1 x 1 m ‘telephone boxes’ in the 

Contrada Damale (FIG. 4.8). These dimensions were increased to 4 x 2m in 2013 (FIG. 4.9). Such 

dimensions are suitable for collecting samples and establishing whether archaeological deposits are 

at all present, but they are highly unsuited for mapping subsurface remains or for interpreting features 

and deposits. Administrative limitations were also set: we were allowed to do invasive fieldwork in 

one municipality per campaign. Since the research area covers four municipalities, we had to 

reconsider planned fieldwork, and as a result we cancelled work in the territory of Cività. 

 

Figure 4.9. Test pit at site RB130, November 2013. In the background the village of San Lorenzo Bellizzi. 

The test pits were excavated manually. In some cases, we first stripped away the plough zone with a 

small digger, in order to be able to map features present directly below the ploughed topsoil. Contexts 

(called ‘US’, abbreviation of the Italian unità stratigrafica) were described using a context record sheet 

on which the physical properties, stratigraphic relations, natural and anthropogenic inclusions and 

associated finds of each separate stratigraphic unit were documented. The site-specific excavation 

strategies, documentation and finds lists are included in the technical fieldwork report (De Neef and 

Van Leusen forthcoming).  

4.4.3 Topsoil stripping 
Topsoil stripping involves the removal of the plough zone in a limited area to expose the top of the 

unploughed soil. This method is minimally invasive as it does not disturb any preserved archaeological 

stratigraphy, only the soil horizon already damaged by agriculture. It was applied at several sites to 

map features associated with magnetic anomalies without excavating them. Small-scale stripping was 

done by hand (sites RB242, RB243 and RB245); for larger areas it was done mechanically with a small 

excavator operated by a local contractor (site RB219, RB231). 
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4.4.4 Manual augering 
Coring was applied to obtain minimally invasive data 

about natural and archaeological stratigraphy. This 

yielded data about soils, slope processes and site 

formation processes, but also about the preservation of 

archaeological deposits. Three different coring 

methods were tested: the Edelman screw auger, the 

Pürckhauer hammer gouge, and mechanical drilling 

using a petrol-driven Cobra machine. 

The Edelman screw auger, the standard technique for 

archaeological prospective coring in the Netherlands, 

has a borehead at the end of a thin extendable pole 

which is screwed into the ground by manually turning 

the handle bars (FIG. 4.10). We used a 25 cm long 

borehead with a diameter of 7 cm. Each time the 

borehead is filled, it is pulled up and emptied. By laying 

out the subsequent borehead fills in their proper 

sequence, the soil profile can be studied and 

documented.  

The Pürckhauer hammer gouge consists of a 1 m long 

half-tube with a diameter of 3 cm (FIG. 4.11). It is 

hammered into the ground with a large nylon hammer. 

Before pulling out the gouge, it has to be turned around in the soil to make sure the bore profile is 

loosened and soil can be extracted. To pull out the gouge, the hammer is put on its head and a small 

metal pin is attached to it. This pin is then used as the rotating point for levering out the gouge with a 

metal pole. Ideally, the gouge comes out with a complete 1 m soil profile. The force of the hammer 

blows may cause soil to be moved down in the core profile, yet the stratigraphical order and borders 

of layers remain relatively undisturbed. The diameter of the Pürckhauer gouge suits the borehole 

sensor of the Bartington MS3 meter. The Pürckhauer core is suitable for hard, stony soils11. 

                                                            
11 To some extent: during the very dry autumn of 2013, the Pürckhauer lever broke several times because the gouge stuck 

in the dried out, compact soils. 

Figure 4.10. Manual augering with the Edelman 
screw auger. 
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Figure 4.11. Working with the Pürckhauer hammer gouge. Left: hammering in the gouge. Right: extracting the gouge 
using a lever on the upturned hammer. 

In April 2011 we tested a Cobra mechanical driller and a larger, mobile hydraulic hammer gouge 

owned by geologist Giuseppe Ferraro of nearby Trebisacce (FIG. 4.12). The Cobra machine uses a 

petrol-driven motor to drill a long tubular borehead into the ground. It is operated by two people, 

who have to hold the machine in place by stabilizing two side handles. The larger, mobile drill works 

according to the same principle but has greater power. With both techniques, the boreheads have to 

be pulled up when full and are usually laid out in plastic containers, which allow the boreheads to be 

transported. Theoretically speaking, this method can reach depths of several meters, but it has been 

evaluated as being unsuitable for hard, stony soils and fibres such as roots (Desmedt and Draelants 

2009). 

 

Figure 4.12. Mechanical coring. Left: mobile drill. Centre: Cobra drill. Equipment owned by Giuseppe Ferraro, Trebisacce.  

The gouge auger is a variety of the Edelman described above. We used tubes of two different 

dimensions, 1m / 2cm and 1 m / 1 cm. These are attached to a metal pole with two handle bars. Other 

than the Edelman screw auger, the gouge is pushed into the ground by one or two people. Like the 

Pürckhauer gouge, it has to be turned around before pulling up the 1 m profile. Other than the 
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Pürckhauer, the Edelman gouge can be elongated by adding 1 m extension parts, so that depths of 

several meters can be reached. We used this method only at Lago Forano to extract humic contexts 

for pollen samples, and not for site studies. 

4.4.5 Probing 
Ground probing with a thin metal pin is used to establish depth of buried hard materials. We tested 

the method as a quick scan to establish presence and depth of near-surface structural remains in a 

location with a known buried structure, the rectangular magnetic anomaly RB219-A1. 

This method only works in soft, penetrable soils such as the clays and sands of the Netherlands. Results 

in the stony soils of northern Calabria are by definition unreliable because the probe can hit upon any 

piece of stone. We abandoned the method after the first test at RB219-A1 because we could not be 

sure whether we hit upon a natural piece of stone, or on a wall. 

4.4.6 Archaeological finds documentation 
As mentioned above in section 4.2.1, the RAP surveys adopted a finds description system from the 

excavations at the Timpone della Motta. As a result of the increased knowledge of the research area 

and its archaeology, this finds category system became more and more unfit: the yields of the RAP 

surveys did not reflect the periodization and categorization defined by the excavations. Some 

tweaking of the system was needed in the course of the RAP; specific categories were added and some 

period annotations were cancelled during the surveys.  

Although the RAP finds category system is not ideal for the period-specific studies of the RLPI, we 

decided to continue using it. The main reason for this is that it enables us to build up a single database 

for all work done in Calabria by the GIA. This allows for comparisons of finds distributions, and for an 

evaluation of old and new data. The highly detailed studies of the RLPI have further increased our 

knowledge of the archaeology of the Raganello basin, which is reflected in a further fine-tuning of the 

system. 

 Although it is technically not a correct description, we use the Italian word impasto for Metal Age 

handmade pottery since it is commonly used in Italian archaeology.  This broad category does not 

distinguish between fine and coarse wares, but such distinctions do exist in the Metal Age assemblages 

studied in the RLPI. To classify the different wares, we used the three-tier system of wall thicknesses 

introduced by the Biferno Valley survey: 3-7mm are labelled thin wares, 7-11mm is medium-thick, and 

more than 11mm is thick ware (Barker 1995). Furthermore, for common vessel forms and vessel parts 

we adopt the highly standardized Italian terminology to avoid confusion. A new finds category for a 

specific type of Late Bronze Age storage vessel, the dolio cordonato, is added, as well as a specific type 

of coarse ware called ‘speckled ware’. Hand-formed vessels in fine, depurated clay with painted 

decorations were recognized in RLPI assemblages and described as new finds category of ‘proto-

geometric ware’.  Bone, rarely found in surface assemblages but common in buried deposits, was also 

added as a separate finds category.  

All finds were washed and described per finds category. Photographs were made of the contents of 

each finds bag for internal reference; diagnostic feature objects were photographed separately. A 

selection of diagnostic pottery fragments for further study was made by pre- and protohistoric pottery 

specialist Francesca Ippolito. Drawings of feature fragments were made by dr. Luca Alessandri, Siebe 
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Boersma, dr. Nicola Ialongo and the present author12. Datable parallels for drawn fragments were 

sought by Alessandri, Ippolito and De Neef. Advice and support in the ceramics studies were given by 

prof. dr. Alessandro Vanzetti, dr. Nicola Ialongo and the other members of the research team of the 

Broglio di Trebisacce excavations of La Sapienza University at Rome. 

4.4.7 Geophysics 
Geophysics fulfilled different roles in the RLPI project: as a prospection tool on known ceramic 

scatters, but also in methodological studies and the development of a detection strategy for unknown 

Metal Age remains (FIG. 4.13). Geophysical data were thus obtained both to gain more information 

about archaeologically relevant deposits associated with surface artefacts, in order to explain the 

location and surface expression of these material concentrations, but also to assess whether such data 

are useful for mapping archaeological remains in areas which are not accessible for field walking. As 

such, geophysics fulfilled a central role in the aim of the RLPI to mitigate visibility and research biases. 

 

Figure 4.13. Geophysical methods applied in the RLPI project. Left: electro-magnetic (EM) measurements using a EM38; 
center: electric resistivity (ER; photo K. Armstrong); right: magnetic susceptibility (MS) measurements on a test pit 
section with a Bartington MS2 meter. 

In some cases, the geophysical data guided further archaeological investigations, such as the planning 

of a test pit in a rectangular structure (sites RB219 and RB231); in other cases, the association between 

archaeological remains and nearby geophysical features needed to be confirmed (site RB130). In a few 

cases, the absence of clear geophysical anomalies at a known surface scatter prompted further 

invasive research (such as at surface scatters RB73 and RB228). The methodological geophysical 

studies also yielded anomalies at previously unknown locations. In order to evaluate the geophysics 

as a prospection tool, some non-site anomalies were investigated for their archaeological significance. 

This yielded new archaeological sites such as RB240, RB241, RB245. 

Several different geophysical methods were applied. Apart from the pilot studies by Kattenberg and 

Eastern Atlas commissioned by the Hidden Landscapes project (see section 2.2.7), we had no 

comparable published data from archaeological contexts in the wider area. Therefore, the geophysical 

                                                            
12 Not all diagnostic pottery fragments could be studied because the storage facilities were unaccessible in the 
last part of the RLPI program. A full report on the pottery is therefore planned as a separate publication, as 
soon  
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methodology was developed by testing several methods for our purposes. The eventual emphasis on 

magnetic-based methods was opportunistic, based on the good results obtained in the first field 

campaigns in the foothills (FIG. 4.14). GPR yielded poor data due to the high clay content of the soils 

in the Contrada Damale (Ullrich and De Neef 2010; FIG. 2.12), but was not used in other landscape 

zones. Similarly, we did not try electric resistivity work outside the Contrada Damale, where dry 

conditions may have hampered the effectivity of this technique. For a detailed description of the used 

techniques and their justification, see Armstrong forthcoming.  The data types and how they are 

applied in this report are summarized in Table 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.14. Magnetometry in the RLPI project. Left: magnetic gradiometry using a portable Bartington Grad601 dual 
sensor array. Centre: the Eastern Atlas cart array with ten gradiometer probes. Right: caesium total field magnetometry. 

Table 4.8. Geophysical methods used in the RLPI and their output used in archaeological studies. 

Method Who Data output Archaeological use 

Magnetic 
gradiometry 

Armstrong, 
BSR, Eastern 
Atlas 

Local variations in the gradient of 
the Earth ‘s magnetic field 

2D map of magnetic values in 
rectangular grids (Armstrong, BSR) or 
with GPS (Eastern Atlas). The dynamics 
are stated in each map 

Caesium 
magnetometry 

Armstrong Local variations in total magnetic 
field or pseudo-gradient 
(depending on configuration) 

2D map of magnetic values in 
rectangular grids 

Magnetic 
susceptibility (MS) 

Armstrong MS (“magnetizability”) values for 
point locations, at borehole 
depths or laboratory samples 

Lists of MS enhancement per location, 
depth or sample 

Electromagnetic 
(EM) 

Armstrong, 
BSR 

Variations in MS (in-phase) or 
conductivity (quadrature phase) 

2D map of enhancements; both gridded 
or with GPS 

Ground Penetrating 
Radar (GPR) 

Eastern Atlas, 
BSR 

Time-depth reflections of 
electromagnetic field in soil 

2D time-slices of resistivity, combined 
into 3D imagery 

Electrical Resistance 
Tomography (ERT) 

BSR, Eastern 
Atlas 

Vertical resistivity of electric 
currents in soil 

Vertical sections of modelled resistivity 

 

4.4.8 Soil descriptions 
Soil descriptions were made for coring profiles, soil pits and archaeological test pits. These 

descriptions vary with the specific objectives of the investigated location.  In archaeological test pits 

the ‘context record sheet’ was used to record all physical properties of separate stratigraphic contexts 

(see section ‘Archaeological test pits’ above). The descriptions of archaeological corings include 

colour, texture, soil horizon and inclusions (FIG. 4.15). The descriptions of the off-site soil pits and 

manual augerings conducted by the physical geographers are included in Sevink et al. (forthcoming). 

Their soil key, designed during the course of the RLPI as a common description method for both 
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archaeologists and soil scientists, has not been applied. Although the soil key was intended as a tool 

to facilitate data exchange between different disciplines, it was not ready for use during the RLPI.  

 

Figure 4.15. Soil profile in a Pürckhauer gouge. 

4.4.9 Soil samples, dating samples and laboratory analysis 
Soil samples were taken from excavation or coring contexts for further analysis. These analyses serve 

both archaeological and geophysical objectives. Archaeological samples from test pit contexts were 

taken for botanical studies and for dating purposes. Palaeobotanical work was done in the GIA 

botanical laboratory by Arnoud Maurer MA, who also managed the dating samples. C14 dating was 

done by the Centre for Isotope Research (CIO) of the University of Groningen. A list of the C14 dates 

is included in Appendix 3 and mentioned in the sections concerned. 

Samples for geophysical studies were taken to gain further insight in the geophysical response from 

specific contexts. The analyses include MS measurements with a MS2B lab sensor, which were done 

at the GIA. Further analysis included particle distribution, organic content, and fractional conversion 

tests, which were done by K. Armstrong in the soil laboratory of the Johann-Gutenberg University in 

Mainz, assisted by the Archaeological Prospection department. The results of the geophysical 

laboratory analysis are discussed in detail in Armstrong and Van Leusen forthcoming. 

4.4.10 Measurement systems 
Accurate, reliable positioning is essential to the linking of the 

various datasets. Therefore, all data, except some unsystematic 

ceramic samples, were collected within site-based Total 

Station-controlled measurement systems13. The XYZ data were 

exported from the Total Station as .csv-files and converted to 

.txt-files. These were separated in X, Y, Z columns in Excel, after 

which they could be imported in ArcGIS. Further spatial 

processing and representation was done in ArcGIS version 10.0 

and 10.1. 

The local fix points at different sites were measured in by dGPS 

by three partners during different campaigns: Eugenio Donato 

                                                            
13 The Total Station used was a 030R series Sokkia (property of the GIA) during all campaigns except the summer 2014 
campaign, when a 020R series Sokkia was borrowed from Eastern Atlas, Berlin.  

Figure 4.16. The Leica DGPS system of 
the BSR at site RB214 (uplands). 
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of Nonsolomuri in summer 2011, Eastern Atlas Gmbh in autumn 2011, and the British School in Rome 

field unit in autumn 201314 (FIG. 4.16).  

4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, I dealt with methodological issues of my study. First, I reviewed the existing dataset of 

Metal Age sites in the Raganello basin status quo 2010, and took measures to make this dataset 

suitable for the RLPI studies. I then explained how this cleaned-up dataset was investigated using a 

stratified sampling approach based on a site classification. In the last section, I explained the methods 

and techniques used in our inter-disciplinary approach to extract information from the targeted sites. 

In the next chapter, the results of this approach will be discussed. 

 

                                                            
14 Nonsolomuri used a TopCon dGPS, Eastern Atlas a self-built system with Novatel receivers which they also used to 
record mobile tracks of the gradiometry cart; the BSR field unit used a Leica dGPS system. 


